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Frozen Treats Reveals The Second Single Off
His Upcoming Album, 'Clunk'
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(Los Angeles, CA) May 10th, 2022 - Continuing the momentum from a prolific 2021 track

and music video, "Cold Train," Louisville-based recording artist and producer Frozen Treats

dives headfirst into 2022 with a new landmark track, "Clunk." This four-minute musical

offering is set to come out on May 27th, which is also the sophomore track from the

forthcoming 12-track project, "My Station," expected to appear this summer. 
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ABOUT AMW GROUP

AMW Group is an International marketing and entertainment group founded in 1997. They have in their years of
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diverse roster of event properties, consumer brands and Grammy Award winning artists.

The company offers a wide range of branding, event, publicity and sponsorship services for national and
international clients.

Featuring simple yet captivating harmonic progression, "Clunk" chronicles the story of a man

who lives by the dumpster. Looking into the in-depth side of the lyrical theme, it is a personal

song about feeling stuck in adverse circumstances. And how that feeling seeps into one’s mental

health. Frozen Treats shares, "The song is mostly a statement about how I sometimes feel as

though I (and in larger part the world) live surrounded by junk, whether that be in the form of

social media, politics, environmental decline, or the literal garbage piles floating in the rivers

and oceans."

Frozen Treats started his passion for music at a young age. He started playing saxophone in

band class from 5th to 8th grade, then eventually switched to learning the guitar in high school.

He was heavily influenced by a Beatles chord songbook which taught him chords and

songwriting techniques. Drawing creative inspiration from the notables such as Tame Impala,

Elliott Smith, The Strokes, Guided By Voices, and King Gizzard, he started writing and

recording his own music professionally in 2015. Featuring a charismatic overall soundscape,

Frozen Treats is an alternative rock project, using the genre as a middle ground which expands

to lo-fi dream pop, folk, and psychedelic sounds, to name a few. Displaying a genuine affinity

for his craft and artistry, Frozen Treats is poised to stir up everyone's listening senses. 

'Clunk' will be out via major streaming platforms starting May 27th. For more details on

Frozen Treats and his upcoming endeavors, visit his Facebook and Instagram handles.
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